
Notes Math-1600-es31 2016 Otober 5

Diretions and limits

A diretion in some variable desribes not only whether the variable is inreasing or dereasing (that is

its literal diretion on a number line) but also if there is a limiting value that it approahes but does not

reah. The basi diretions that we study in this ourse take the following four forms, where x may be any

variable and c may be any onstant:

• as x inreases without bound: x → ∞;

• as x dereases without bound: x → −∞;

• as x inreases towards c: x → c−;

• as x dereases towards c: x → c+.

Any two or more of these diretions may be ombined, but the only type of ombined diretion in the

textbook is this:

• as x approahes c: x → c;

whih is the ombination of x → c− and x → c+. That said, other ombinations are also sometimes stud-

ied, espeially the ombination of x → ∞ and x → −∞. (You an also onsider fanier diretions, for ex-

ample as x inreases without bound while taking only integer values, whih is relevant to the material in

Setion 9.1 of the textbook. For now, however, I ll stik to the 5 types of diretions overed in Chapter 2.)

If D is any diretion and u is any variable quantity, then we indiate the value to whih u approahes

as hange ours in the indiated diretion as

lim
D

u

in a diplayed equation or as limD u in running text. (The textbook likes to write u as f(x), and this is

ertainly onvenient when it omes to the formal de�nition, but in pratie you ll start with an expression

involving the variable x, and it s not neessary to think of this as given by a funtion.) We will examine

the ase when u approahes a real value L, as well as the ase when u inreases without bound or dereas-

es without bound. In the �rst ase, we say that the limit onverges; in the seond ase, we say that the

limit diverges to (positive or negative) in�nity. (Other types of behaviour are also possible, whih are

also kinds of divergene, but for now I ll stik to the 3 types of results overed in the textbook.) A limit

as x approahes c is one of the three kinds of results that we are onsidering if and only if the limits as x

inreases and dereases towards c are both this same result.

So in total, there are �fteen kinds of limits that we will onsider, for the �ve kinds of diretions (four

basi and one ombined) and the three kinds of answers:

lim
x→∞

u = L; lim
x→∞

u = ∞; lim
x→∞

u = −∞;

lim
x→−∞

u = L; lim
x→−∞

u = ∞; lim
x→−∞

u = −∞;

lim
x→c−

u = L; lim
x→c−

u = ∞; lim
x→c−

u = −∞;

lim
x→c+

u = L; lim
x→c+

u = ∞; lim
x→c+

u = −∞;

lim
x→c

u = L; lim
x→c

u = ∞; lim
x→c

u = −∞.

To see how to read these aloud, I ll onsider the last one as an example; this says that the limit, as x ap-

proahes c, of u is negative in�nity.

It s sometimes onvenient to think of ∞ and −∞ as numbers like the real number c or L, only num-

bers of an in�nite magnitude. Similarly, it s sometimes onvenient to think of c+ and c− as numbers that

are in�nitely lose to (but distint from) the real number c. Then the meanings of the diretions are as

follows:

• x → ∞: what happens when x is positive and in�nite?

• x → −∞: what happens when x is negative and in�nite?

• x → c−: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but less than c?

• x → c+: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but greater than c?

• x → c: what happens when x is in�nitely lose to but distint from c?
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Similarly, the meanings of the results are as follows:

• limD u = L: u is equal to or in�nitely lose to L;

• limD u = ∞: u is positive and in�nite;

• limD u = −∞: u is negative and in�nite.

This an be made into a rigorous de�nition, by extending the real number system to the hyperreal num-

ber system, although this is not the basis of the de�nition that we will be using. Still, it an be useful for

intuition.
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